Efficient coupling of thermal electron Bernstein waves (EBW) to ordinary mode (Omode) electromagnetic radiation has been measured in plasmas heated by energetic neutral beams and high harmonic fast waves in the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) 
I. INTRODUCTION
In low aspect ratio, magnetically confined spherical torus (ST) plasmas, such as those studied in the National Spherical Torus Experiment (NSTX) [1] , the ratio of plasma pressure to the pressure of the confining magnetic field, β, is typically 10-40%. These high-β plasmas have an electron plasma frequency that far exceeds the fundamental electron cyclotron frequency so that electromagnetic waves at fundamental and low harmonic electron cyclotron frequencies do not propagate. Consequently, tools that are well established in low-β, high aspect ratio tokamaks and stellarators, such as electron temperature profile (T e (R)) measurements based on electron cyclotron emission (ECE), electron cyclotron heating (ECH) and electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) cannot be employed in STs or other high-β magnetically-confined plasma devices. In recent years there has been a growing interest in utilizing electron Bernstein waves (EBWs) for these techniques, since they readily propagate in ST plasmas and are strongly absorbed at the electron cyclotron resonances [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . In addition, recent Fokker-Planck numerical modeling predicts that electron Bernstein wave current drive (EBWCD )may be very efficient in high-β NSTX plasmas, even when current is driven far from the magnetic axis [8] . Indeed, EBWCD may be critical to stabilizing solenoid-free, high-β, ST plasmas or to suppress deleterious magneto-hydrodynamic instabilities in a ST discharge.
EBWCD can only be a viable tool for ST plasmas however if microwave power can efficiently couple to EBWs inside the upper hybrid resonance (UHR) that surrounds the plasma. EBWs can convert to electromagnetic waves outside the plasma by either coupling normal to the magnetic field via the extraordinary mode (X-mode) [9] or oblique to the magnetic field via the ordinary mode (O-mode) [10] . 3 The conversion of EBWs to the X-mode (B-X conversion), a process previously studied on MAST [11] , NSTX [12, 13] , MST [14] and CDX-U [15] , involves viewing the plasma normal to the magnetic field and depends on the conversion of EBWs to the fast Xmode via the slow X-mode. A cutoff-resonance-cutoff triplet, formed by the left hand cutoff of the slow X-mode, the UHR, and the right-hand cutoff of the fast X-mode, allows the slow X-mode to tunnel through the UHR to the fast X-mode branch. This tunneling process is sensitively dependent on the electron density scale length (L n ) at the B-X mode conversion layer [9] . Efficient B-X coupling for fundamental and second harmonic EBWs on NSTX requires L n~ 2 -6 mm at the EBW mode conversion layer near the plasma edge.
Since NSTX discharges typically have L n values near the plasma edge that are ~10-50 mm the intrinsic B-X coupling efficiency is low, typically ~ 1-10% [13] . While a local limiter may be used to reduce L n and thus enable ~100% B-X coupling [15] this is not a practical solution for a multi-megawatt EBWCD system.
The alternate O-mode coupling (B-X-O) scheme investigated here requires the coincidence of the X-mode and O-mode cutoffs [10, [16] [17] [18] [19] . This coupling scheme has been previously investigated on the Wendelstein 7-AS stellarator [2, 3] and MAST ST device [11] . B-X-O coupling requires an oblique view of the plasma at a specific angle.
The B-X-O emission leaves the plasma through an angular window with a transmission function given by [17, 19] :
where:
, ω ce is evaluated at the cutoff and ω is the wave frequency. The angular emission window has a width that depends on L n at the Xmode and O-mode cutoffs. B-X-O coupling is more attractive for megawatt-level EBWCD 4 systems since it is less sensitive to variations in L n at the EBW coupling layer than B-X coupling and offers the promise of efficient coupling without a local limiter. The resiliency of the coupling efficiency to variations in L n can be further improved by polarization adjustments to the launched microwave power allowing efficient EBW coupling over a broad range of L n [20] .
Since the mode conversion process is reciprocal, studying mode-converted thermal EBW emission with absolutely calibrated radiometers allows an experimental evaluation of the two EBW coupling schemes. Earlier studies of B-X coupling on NSTX via thermal EBW emission have already been reported [12, 13] , in this paper we describe the first measurements of B-X-O coupling on NSTX via radiometric thermal EBW emission measurements. Section II of this paper describes the experimental setup and section III presents an example of the EBW emission measurements made during NSTX plasmas heated by a combination of energetic neutral beam injection (NBI) and high harmonic fast wave (HHFW) heating. Section IV presents an analysis of these data and compares the experimental results to numerical modeling of the EBW coupling, propagation and deposition. Section V summarizes our conclusions and discusses the implications of the results for future work. The radiometers could be remotely tuned to detect plasma emission at any frequency between 8 to 18 GHz, but the focal length of the lens and window aperture were most suitable for detecting emission between 16 and 18 GHz. Although the radiometers could be frequency swept over their full operating frequency range they were normally operated at a fixed frequency between 16 and 18 GHz.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The sensitivities of the radiometers were absolutely calibrated in the laboratory with a
Dicke-switched calibration technique [22] . The antenna viewed a liquid-nitrogen Eccosorb blackbody source through a mechanical optical chopper. The system calibration was performed with the same equipment used for the plasma measurements; including the 6 fused silica vacuum window, low-loss microwave cables, VCO and antenna-lens assembly.
The accuracy of the calibration was within ±10%. In this paper, calibrated signal levels measured by the radiometers are quoted as an effective blackbody radiation temperature (T rad ). Figure 2 shows the time evolution of a NSTX plasma discharge with a plasma current flattop of 800 kA and a vacuum toroidal field of 0.4 T on axis. This plasma was typical of those studied with the EBW radiometer system shown in Fig and then begins to fall throughout the rest of the discharge after the HHFW pulse ends.
III. EBW MODE CONVERSION MEASUREMENTS
The line integrated electron density, measured by Thomson scattering, varies between 2x10 19 m -3 and 2.8x10 1 9 m -3 during the plasma current flattop ( Fig. 2(c) ). The magnetic field pitch calculated by the EFIT magnetic equilibrium code [24, 25] at the UHR on the plasma mid-plane, near the outboard plasma edge, ramps up to 38 degrees at 280 ms ( Fig. 2(a) ). The maximum T rad measured by radiometer 1, which measures the emission with the electric vector predominantly parallel to the magnetic field at the UHR, is larger than T rad measured by radiometer 2, which measures the emission with the electric vector predominantly perpendicular to the magnetic field at the UHR. The regular emission bursts between 100 and 200 ms and again between 440 and 550 ms are due to interference from a nearby swept frequency microwave reflectometer operating in the same frequency band.
IV. ANALYSIS AND COMPARISON TO THEORY
The electron temperature and density profiles measured by Thomson scattering [ Fig. 4 for the fundamental and second harmonic electron cyclotron resonances.
The EBW mode-conversion efficiency at 16.5 GHz was investigated using the GLOSI wave equation solver [26] . The electromagnetic wave launch polarization was adjusted to obtain the maximum EBW conversion efficiency at each value of the poloidal and toroidal wavenumber [ To interpret the EBW emission measurements at 325 ms in shot 113544, EBW mode conversion, propagation and damping were modeled using a technique previously applied to MAST EBW emission data [27, 28] . A realistic 3-D model of the NSTX plasma was implemented using the magnetic field and its derivatives reconstructed from was not aligned for optimum EBW coupling and that the antenna pattern was broader than the region of high EBW conversion efficiency. Antenna-lens focusing was constrained in large part by the relatively small diameter of the vacuum window clear aperture. T rad fluctuations observed in the emission data ( Fig. 1(e) and Fig. 1(f) ) may have been enhanced due to this relatively poor matching of the antenna pattern to the efficient EBW coupling window. The mean conversion efficiency for electromagnetic radiation polarized parallel to the magnetic field at the EBW mode conversion layer (C // ) ( Fig. 6(a) ) was calculated to be 0.4 and the mean conversion efficiency for electromagnetic radiation polarized perpendicular to the magnetic field at the EBW mode conversion layer (C perp ) (Fig. 6(b) ) was calculated to be 0.25. So a total conversion efficiency, (C // + C perp ) = 0.65 and a ratio of the conversion efficiencies, (C // / C perp ) = 1.6, was expected based on this numerical modeling.
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The T rad of the plasma imaged by the antenna was determined by studying the 3-D propagation of EBW rays within the plasma that were imaged by the antenna. The antenna pattern was assumed to be Gaussian and a standard ray tracing technique [27, 28] was implemented with a set of 41 rays approximating the Gaussian antenna pattern.
Colored filled circles in Fig. 6 show the locations of the EBW rays within the antenna Gaussian beam waist. Figure 7(a) shows the path of the EBW rays inside a poloidal cross section of the plasma equilibrium for shot 113544 at 325 ms. The EBW ray colors used in Fig. 7 are the same those used to indicate to the positions of each ray at the antenna beam waist in Fig. 6 . The EBW rays remain relatively well confined to the plasma mid-plane. A more detailed view of the EBW ray behavior is shown in Fig. 7 (b).
The black "+" and blue "x" symbols indicate where 99% of the EBW power is absorbed.
The black "+" symbol denotes the location of EBW absorption at the fundamental electron cyclotron resonance and the blue "x" symbol denotes the location of EBW absorption of waves with N // > 1.3 at the second harmonic electron cyclotron resonance.
About 60% of the received EBW emission comes from the fundamental electron cyclotron resonance in a region near the midplane between major radii, R = 0.9 and 1.0 m
where T e ~ 1.5 keV (Fig. 3(b) ). The mean T e of the plasma imaged by the antenna was calculated to be 1.2 keV. The behavior of the EBW rays in a toroidal section is shown in Fig. 7 (c) the EBW emission travels 40 to 80 degrees around the torus to reach the antenna.
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The signals from the two radiometers ( Fig. 1(e) and Fig. 1(f) ) were summed to obtain the total T rad measured by the radiometers, this is plotted in Fig. 8(a) . The measured T rad , digitized at a 30 kHz data acquisition rate, is plotted in gray and the data time averaged This compares relatively well to the predicted conversion efficiency of 0.65. The ratio of the signal from the radiometer 1 ( Fig. 1(e) ) to the signal from radiometer 2 ( Fig. 1(f) ) is plotted in Fig. 8(b) . At 325 ms this ratio is 1.2±0.4, somewhat lower than the predicted ratio of 1.6.
V. SUMMARY AND FUTURE WORK
The time-averaged EBW coupling efficiency at 16.5 GHz was measured to be 0.8 ± 0.2, agreeing well with the modeling prediction of 0.65. The observation of efficient EBW coupling to electromagnetic radiation, in relatively good agreement with numerical modeling, is a necessary prerequisite for implementing a high power EBW current drive system on NSTX. However, we observed 30% fluctuations in EBW emission probably due to density fluctuations in the plasma edge. ST plasmas often exhibit large density fluctuations near the plasma edge and in the scrape off region where EBW mode conversion at low electron harmonics occurs, so this could be a potential issue for a high power EBWCD system. In addition, EBW coupling efficiencies ~ 0.9 are probably needed for a viable EBWCD system. While we did not measure the polarization of the mode 12 converted emission, the measured ratio of the coupling efficiency for the two emission polarizations, C // / C perp = 1.2±0.4, lower than the numerically predicted value of 1.6. More detailed polarization measurements, including other elements of the Stokes polarization parameters are needed to better characterize the polarization of the mode-converted EBW emission. With better antenna focusing and alignment we expect coupling efficiencies > 0.9 are achievable. Indeed, this probably could have been achieved at 16-18 GHz with the antenna used here except that the available vacuum window aperture was too small.
Consequently, we have recently installed a larger vacuum window and will add the ability to steer the antenna. For the NSTX EBWCD system a higher microwave frequency is probably desirable [8] and we are currently considering a frequency of 28 GHz. A 20-40
GHz dual-channel radiometery diagnostic will be installed on the enlarged vacuum window for the 2005 NSTX run campaign. Capability will be provided to insert a quarter-wave plate in front of the antenna in order to assess whether the emission is indeed circularly polarized as predicted. 
